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Introduction

Each new medium imprints its own special flavor to the memories of that epoch. 
(Bowker, 2008, p. 26.)

People increasingly turn to social media platforms to share their knowledge, opinions, 
experiences, emotions and feelings of and about the past. They come together on Face-
book to mourn or to commemorate a deceased friend or community member. Twitter can 
become a place to celebrate a national anniversary or to reminisce. People use YouTube 
both to save videos on atrocities and of their child’s first steps. They save and share their 
photos of events on Instagram, whether they are of birthdays or national memorial days. 
And on Wikipedia, editors collaboratively reconstruct historical events. These diverse en-
gagements with the past on, by, and through platforms are what I call digital memory work.

Memory work is as old as humankind, and it has always involved specific technologies 
and techniques—whether they are cave paintings, rituals, writing, or television. Memory 
work can be more personal, like diary writing, or more collective, as in the case of national 
anniversaries and commemorations. It encompasses the transfer and reconstruction of 
knowledge and experience of the past into the present and future. This occurs through 
and by specific practices, technologies, and cultural forms and, often, for specific goals. 
This makes memory work inherently political. Which and whose version of the past is 
carried into the future is the result of a continuous power struggle. Hence, I argue, the 
past is continually being constructed in the present by various social actors with their own 
goals and agendas. Nowadays, this process increasingly involves social media platforms. 
These platforms affect memory work—like the media technologies before them—in idio-
syncratic ways. The primary effort of this dissertation is to trace how different social actors 
use platforms for digital memory work and, concurrently, how platforms enable, shape, 
and constrain it.

The focus on memory work instead of ‘simply’ memory is a conscious decision. The word 
‘memory’ can mean many different things to many different people, up to the point that 
the term risks becoming meaningless. As cultural theorist Marita Sturken (1997, p. 1) writes: 
“Memory forms the fabric of human life, affecting everything from the ability to perform 
simple tasks to the recognition of the self. Memory establishes life’s continuity; it gives 
meaning to the present, as each moment is constituted by the past.” Like the terms nature 
and culture, memory is incredibly hard to grasp and may be attached to anything and ev-
erything. Memory as it is used in this study is not an object of positivistic scientific inquiry 
and it is not my aim to ‘discover’ facts and truths, naturally or socially, about it. Rather, 
one of the goals is to demonstrate that memory is always in a state of becoming and is 
never ‘fixed’. It is re-affirmed, challenged, or negotiated—both as a concept, capacity and 
a process. Memory is, therefore, a process of “social construction” (Berger & Luckmann, 
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1966). Memory work, then, describes the ways in which and the means by which the past is 
constructed (Van Dijck, 2007, pp. 5-7). It describes how the past is worked in the present.

This study, phrased alternatively, is about the ways in which the “politics of platforms” 
(Gillespie, 2010) are interwoven with the politics of memory work. “At the most general 
level,” writes Srnicek (2017, p. 43) “platforms are digital infrastructures that enable two 
or more groups to interact.” Like all media, platforms are constituted by users, communi-
ties, practices, technological features and architecture, design, form and content. Also 
like media, they are not neutral intermediaries or tools. Rather, they all ‘want’ something 
from their users and, for example, what Facebook wants from its users differs from what 
YouTube, Wikipedia, Instagram, Twitter, or Tumblr want from theirs. They each have their 
own ideologies that inform how they operate and how they are operated. 

Social media platforms thrive on user-generated content. They provide templates for 
people to share their contributions, whether as posts, wikis, videos, or blogs. Social media 
platforms are, in most cases, free and easy-to-use and allow people to produce content 
with each other and for each other (Goff, 2013, p. 17). This underlying logic makes Facebook 
a social media platform, but also makes Wikipedia one. Without peer-production, these 
platforms would not exist. As such, I argue, platforms have come to take important roles in 
saving, storing, archiving, interpreting, and re-presenting our personal and collective pasts. 
They hold peculiar types of knowledge and experiences and shape these in specific ways. 
Regarding personal memory, for example, past user activity results in targeted advertising, 
or the automated selection and re-presentation of ‘memories’ through applications such 
as Facebook’s ‘On This Day’ or ‘Friendship Anniversary’. On a socio-political level, which 
is the prime focus of this dissertation, these platforms influence whose voices are heard, 
whose perspectives on and of the past are visible, and, ultimately, whose are carried into 
the future. 

This latter observation is, of course, not entirely new. Media that came before social me-
dia platforms have shaped and are still shaping what, how, when, and who we remember 
as societies and individuals and still provide versions of the past that dominate others. 
This idea has been most explicitly explored by Neiger, Meyers and Zandberg (2011), who 
developed the concept of “media memory,” or “the systematic exploration of collective 
pasts that are narrated by the media, through the use of the media, and about the media” 
(p. 1). This study follows the tripartite differentiation of media memory by investigating 
the usage of media for memory work, narratives about media vis-a-vis the past, and how 
media themselves engage with the past. The study also goes beyond these authors’ ap-
proach, which is mainly focused on the broadcast era, by scrutinizing digital memory work.

In essence, I investigate something that is in constant transformation: the relationship 
between media and memory. One could argue that media and memory work are intrinsi-
cally connected to each other. This is a consequence of what media are and what they 
do—their ontology. “Media” is a complex term that invokes a wide range of associations 
and can mean, like memory, many different things. The foremost complexity of the term is 
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its plurality: media are, not is. Television, radio, newspapers, books, cave paintings, film, 
Facebook, but also calendars, watches, and money, are all media. But they all have their 
own specific ontologies, designs, logics, uses, and discourses. Not one logic invites, guides 
and shapes interactions with all of them. However, “what all media entail is a process 
that involves senders, messages and receivers as well as a specific social context in which 
they operate” (Albertazzi & Cobley, 2010, p. 7). Hence, throughout these pages, media are 
regarded as our primary technologies of communication and social interaction, leading to 
increasingly mediated, rather than face-to-face communication. 

As such, to follow McLuhan (1964), media extend human communication possibilities. 
They enable and mediate particular forms of communication and social interaction. They 
record reality and thereby shape our perceptions of it. Lastly, they can transmit knowledge 
and experiences across time and space and to different groups of people. However, like 
all technologies, media are not ‘just’ material means or instruments. Media are always 
shaped by their usage, ideas, and perceptions of them and are thus the result of specific, 
often commercial, ideologies. They are also not stable objects, but are continually made 
sense of, appropriated to fulfill certain needs, and used creatively. The same holds true for 
social media platforms. All media have specific reputations and are often seen to affect 
culture and society or to have an effect on behavior. This research project does not engage 
with the question whether social media have effects, but rather focuses on the question 
what people do with, in, and through social media. It asks how social media guide this 
doing. That is, this dissertation focuses on people’s practices and the cultural forms that 
are produced through these practices. Simultaneously, this study takes platforms seriously 
as technologies that invite, shape, and limit particular practices. Simply put, people do and 
are invited to do different things with a newspaper or television than with a social media 
platform. 

 This brings me to what is new about digital memory work. Throughout the following 
pages, I assert that digital media technologies such as social media platforms have given 
rise to new expressions and practices of memory and have refashioned, or “remediated” 
(Bolter & Grusin, 1999), existing forms of these. Specifically, this study scrutinizes very 
recent practices, technologies and forms of memory, roughly within the period 2010-2015. 
My aim is not to provide a history, but rather a critical examination of what memory work 
means and involves in ‘our time’. This must be seen in the light of recent calls for such 
academic work. As Garde-Hansen, Hoskins and Reading (2009, p. 3) state: 

The existing paradigm of the study of broadcast media and their associated tradi-
tions, theories and methods, is quickly becoming inadequate for understanding 
the profound impact of the supreme accessibility, transferability and circulation of 
digital content: on how individuals, groups and societies come to remember and 
forget. 
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Accordingly, the theoretical questions expressed in this dissertation are quite necessarily 
translated into empirical ones and vice versa. The “longing for memories, for capturing, 
storing, retrieving and ordering them,” the elements of a digital memory culture, according 
to Garde-Hansen, et al. (2009, p. 5), require both empirical observation and critical scru-
tiny.  Platforms may enable new forms and practices of memory work, yet, these media are 
also socio-technical assemblies with their own set of rules and protocols, affordances, and 
design that allow for new forms of participation in memory work. Concomitantly, this par-
ticipation is shaped by these assemblies. Memory work has always been caught between 
individual agency and socio-technical structure. Whenever we engage in memory work, 
individuals and groups alike draw on available techniques, technologies, and frameworks. 
In this, I argue, ‘things digital’ do not change our biological capacity to remember, but 
rather are part of the dynamic mnemonic process in which technologies, symbolic forms, 
and practices converge.

One way to rethink memory work in the ‘digital age’2 is to talk about “connective 
memory” in a “new media ecology.” This latter term is used to describe our contemporary 
sociotechnical and communicative environments (Hoskins, 2011). At the basis of memory 
work in a previous ‘broadcast age’ stands a linear trajectory of mass communication where 
a powerful medium sends a message that arrives, in one piece, at a heterogeneous group 
of receivers. Even though aspects of this view are debatable from the start (was there ever 
such a thing as a passive mass audience?), it is contrasted by today’s new, more active 
media ecology. This new media ecology is characterized by bottom-up, user-generated 
content appearing next to content produced by media professionals. It is populated by 
hyper-connected, transnational audiences using mobile media. Within a new media ecol-
ogy people are therefore confronted by a constant stream of updates from all around the 
world and from different kinds of people, wherever they are. Potentially, they are also able 
to produce their own content wherever they are. This connectivity “transforms memory as 
being radically strung out via a continuous present and past. Memory is not in this way a 
product of individual or collective remembrances, but is instead generated through the flux 
of contacts between people and digital technologies and media” (Hoskins, 2011, p. 272). 

Hence, researchers often describe digital memory work as being less institutional and 
more bottom-up. It is theorized as fluid, diffuse, easily revocable, and more accessible 
(Hoskins, 2009, p. 41). In this view, anyone with the appropriate (digital) tools at hand can 
construct and spread their versions of the past, which may ultimately lead to new voices 
being heard and the previously invisible being made visible. This dissertation, however, 
aims to nuance this slightly utopian perspective by scrutinizing the newly emerged power 
dynamics within digital memory work. There may very well be an increased participation 

2 The ‘digital age’ is a notoriously vague demarcation of a historical period that spans from the early 1970s, the 
introductory period of the personal computer, until the present. It describes the current period characterized 
by networked telecommunication technologies and global use of the internet. Similar terms include: ‘infor-
mation age’, ‘network society’ and ‘digital culture’.
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in memory work. It is undeniable that people engage in practices such as the recording 
and uploading of pivotal historical moments on YouTube. They come together to mourn 
and commemorate on Facebook. They produce accounts of historical events outside 
mainstream media and institutions on Wikipedia. However, these practices are as much 
restricted by these media technologies and their associated communities as they are 
enabled by them. Like all (media) technologies before them, social media platforms and 
their users leave their marks on the memory work of our time. As the case studies following 
in this dissertation aim to demonstrate, memory work is re-institutionalized, re-stabilized, 
re-centralized, re-structured, and closed in. This occurs through the dynamic interactions 
between users and platforms themselves.

Why study memory work in the digital age? Why is studying history or the social pro-
duction of knowledge not enough? Why should there be an academic and public agenda 
for the study of memory and memory work? These are legitimate questions in a time in 
which the humanities and social sciences (my disciplinary backgrounds) are criticized 
for not producing research that is immediately applicable or economically exploitable. 
The answer lies in the politics of memory work. If memory work involves, from the onset, 
social context, practices, and technologies, then it is related to the dynamics of power. 
Politics and power, here, are understood not as institutional—even though they might very 
well be—but as distributed and pertaining to everyday life. Along these lines, Eagleton 
(2007), following Foucault, writes that “power is not something confined to armies and 
parliaments; it is, rather, a persuasive, intangible network of force which weaves itself into 
our slightest gestures and most intimate utterances” (p. 7). To bring this reasoning into 
the public realm: what is visible and whose voices are heard are increasingly steered by 
platforms that present themselves as neutral intermediaries, but in fact heavily influence 
the “social construction” or “assemblage” of the past in the present. 

Bearing this latter observation in mind, I add a New Media Studies perspective to Memory 
Studies and a Memory Studies perspective to New Media Studies. The chapters do so by 
scrutinizing the technological procedures, practices, and cultural forms associated with 
specific social media platforms. In other words, this study takes seriously how platforms 
operate and what they want from their users. These two factors shape how users engage 
in memory work and also how platforms themselves engage in memory work. Thus, I see 
memory work as being distributed amongst people and technologies and I trace the vari-
ous human and ‘nonhuman’ agents involved in it. As chapter two will show, ‘traditional’ 
media have been taken seriously as agents or technologies of memory, yet social media 
platforms have only scarcely been studied as such (cf. Kaun & Stiernstedt, 2014; Hajek, 
Pentzold & Lohmeier, 2016). What is more, detailed empirical studies into digital memory 
work that take into account the communities, technological design and procedures, and 
practices associated with platforms are even scarcer. One of the aims of this study is to 
help fill this gap. Increased general dependence—for information, communication, ar-
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chiving and remembering—on these and other companies (and nonprofit organizations, 
in Wikipedia’s case) begs critical academic engagement. This makes research into these 
platforms not only relevant, but also necessary. 

Ultimately, the goal of this dissertation is to trace the agency of and interactions be-
tween platform users and platforms themselves. YouTube, Facebook, and Wikipedia—the 
platforms analyzed in the empirical chapters—can, I contend, be regarded as platforms 
of memory. I view platforms of memory as those social media sites that allow and are 
appropriated for memory work and which at the same time shape it in medium-specific 
ways. They are media, but also living archives and they re-present and re-construct the 
past from these archives. On these platforms, personal, collective, private, public, political, 
and cultural memories connect, converge, and collapse. This is a messy, dynamic, and 
unpredictable process. Yet, there is order in this mnemonic chaos: certain versions of the 
past become more popular and visible than others, and are then carried into the future. 

Following this line of thinking, the main research aim guiding this dissertation is to 
theorize how memory work is performed in the new media ecology. Yet, in order to inves-
tigate this new media ecology and its implications for memory work, it is crucial to shed 
light on the issue at stake on three analytical levels: practices, technologies and cultural 
forms. What should be kept in mind, however, is that this is a heuristic construct. Practices, 
technologies, and cultural forms affect each other and concomitantly constitute memory 
work. In line with this, this study addresses the following sub-questions: On the level of 
practice it asks, how are power and agency negotiated and redistributed in memory work on 
platforms? This question relates to how users use and appropriate a platform for memory 
work. It is also geared toward answering how norms and values emerge within memory 
work and how communities are shaped through practice (and how communities shape 
practice). On the level of technology, this study explores the following question: how do 
the technological affordances, mechanics, and operational procedures of platforms en-
able, shape and constrain memory work on them? This question pertains not only to how 
platforms structure human memory work, but also how platforms themselves engage in 
memory work. The third question relates to the outcomes of these practical and techno-
logical interactions: Why are certain versions of the past re-presented and transferred into 
the future on and by platforms? By answering these questions and relating each back to the 
others, I aim to paint a holistic picture of the dynamic interactions between human and 
‘nonhuman’ actors in digital memory work.   

Chapter structure 

Beginning with an overview and assessment of established theories and histories of the 
relationship between media and memory, this thesis moves toward three detailed empiri-
cal case studies. The concepts on media and memory work expressed in previous pages 
have a long history in academic research. Yet, as the first three chapters will show, they are 
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mainly human-centered and not well-suited for studying the hybrid spaces of communica-
tive interactions social media platforms offer. These first chapters are therefore devoted to 
mapping and critiquing existing theory, while also situating this dissertation within it. The 
three case study chapters that follow after build on these theoretical explorations.

In chapter one, I develop the concept of memory work, as a means to counter the many 
ontological debates about what memory is. Rather, this chapter focuses on how memory 
is always in a process of becoming: it is practiced, performed, constructed, worked. The 
chapter embeds this line of thinking in a rich academic tradition which finds its roots in (so-
cial) psychology, media studies, philosophy, cultural studies, sociology and history. Also, 
the chapter provides a brief historical overview of memory work. The three main questions 
that guide this chapter are: 1) How has memory been conceptualized in different academic 
fields? 2) How has memory been practiced and performed throughout history? 3) How can we 
rethink memory in a way that clarifies and renders the concept more productive for research 
in a new media ecology? This chapter thus functions as a literature review, while also laying 
the foundation for the theoretical framework that follows.

In chapter two I build up the theoretical framework further by introducing and criti-
cally engaging with three theoretical constructs that are key in discussing contemporary 
memory work. These are: media as technologies of memory, the mediatization of memory, 
and memory in a new media ecology. The chapter sets out to address the question how 
these concepts can help understand the dynamics of memory work in a media-saturated 
world. The chapter thus provides three theoretical “panoramas,” a term borrowed from 
Latour (2007), which are broad overviews of socio-historical and technological changes 
in relation to media and memory. As such, panoramas show much from a distance, yet 
at the same time provide no details. As Latour (2007) asserts: “panoramas gives [sic] the 
impression of complete control over what is being surveyed, even though they are partially 
blind” (p. 188). Nevertheless, they are helpful in positioning a phenomenon in a broader 
framework of scholarship: “They collect, they frame, they rank, they order, they organize; 
they are the source of what is meant by a well-ordered zoom” (Latour, 2007, p. 189).

In chapter three I move from grand panoramas to theories on practices, materiality 
and affordances. Here, I treat memory work as the product of both individual agency and 
sociotechnical structure and as the result of practical engagement with material environ-
ments. Memory work is something people do with objects and technologies, that each 
have their own perceived set of possible uses, or, in other words, affordances. At the same 
time, objects and technologies may engage in memory work themselves too. They may 
remember for us (Stiegler, 2010). The chapter asks: How do materiality, technology, and 
practices relate to one another in terms of digital memory work? The chapter thus further 
operationalizes the ideas offered in the first two chapters.

Chapter four forms the bridge between the first three and last three chapters by dis-
cussing the methodology of the case studies. The methods employed in the cases are 
discussed here in terms of their strengths and weaknesses and rationales are given for 
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why these methods were chosen in the first place. Textual analysis stands at the basis of 
the case studies. However, it is amended by critical analysis of the platforms’ features and 
operational procedures, an approach loosely defined as ‘platform analysis’. Lastly, the 
case studies themselves are introduced here. The first case study, chapter five, focuses 
on the chemical weapons attack on Ghouta, Syria. It investigates the memory work of 
witnesses and uploaders on YouTube. The second case study examines the dynamics of 
memory work on the Facebook page Justice for Mike Brown. The page was set up a day 
after the shooting of Michael Brown, which inspired the protests in Ferguson, Missouri, 
against racialized police brutality.3 The third and last case study analyzes the memory work 
of editors of the Wikipedia page on the downing of flight MH17. 

Within each of these case studies, I regard platforms as simultaneously enabling, shap-
ing, and partaking in memory work, due to their specific technological design and features, 
community dynamics, ideologies, and associated practices. These three platforms were 
chosen primarily because they are the most popular platforms for video storage, sharing 
and watching (YouTube), social networking (Facebook), and general knowledge produc-
tion (Wikipedia). The specific events were chosen because they are politically highly con-
tentious. They, therefore, incited heated debates about how they should be re-presented 
and remembered. The case studies are instrumental for answering the broad research 
questions posed. Yet, they are also stand-alone empirical research projects with their 
own specific research questions. Each case study, therefore, poses a set of questions that 
pertains to that specific case study. The generally inductive approaches used also allow 
theory-building, which amends and engages in conversation with existing research. 

In the concluding chapter, I relate the findings of the case studies back to the theoretical 
observations in the first three chapters. I also outline theoretical challenges and method-
ological roadmaps that can be applied in future research on digital memory work. What 
does it mean when memory work is done on, by, and through social media platforms? How 
does it differ from previous “media memory”? I argue that what is at stake are our pasts, 
and with these our futures. When we engage in memory work on social media platforms, 
or when much of our memory work is done by social media platforms, we trust our pasts 
partly to them. We should not forget that social media platforms are guided by specific 
(often commercially-driven) ideologies which will, in the future, come to shape contem-
porary memory. In line with the epigraph by Bowker at the beginning of this introduction, 
platforms imprint their own unique flavor to the memory or our time. Ultimately, we lose 
some part of control over our pasts and futures whenever we share something on and with 
a platform. As much as platforms remember, they also forget.

3 Chapter five was published as: Smit, R., Heinrich, A., & Broersma, M. (2015). Witnessing in the New Memory 
Ecology: Memory Construction of the Syrian Conflict on YouTube. New Media & Society, 19(2), 289-307. Chapter 
six was published as: Smit, R., Heinrich, A., & Broersma, M. (2017). Activating the past in the ferguson Protests: 
Memory work, digital activism, and the politics of platforms. New Media & Society. Advance online publication. 
doi: https://doi.org/10.1177/1461444817741849 
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